Lena Hill: Hello, my name is Lena, and I am from the William F. Laman Library in North Little Rock, Arkansas.

Chuck O'Shea - Infopeople: Welcome Lena, you're a bit early so enjoy the pre webinar music.

Thomas Vose: Hey, Infopeople peeps! Nice to "see" you all!

Mary Augugliaro - Infopeople: Hi Thomas!

Michael Thompson: Great pre-web music!

Laura Solomon: Infopeople always has the best soundtracks of any webinars I do :)

Laura Solomon: Where is everyone from, btw?

Laura Solomon: I'm from Cleveland, Ohio

Sean: Zion, IL

Shammi: Fremont, CA

Laura Solomon: Any other states/places/countries/wherever want to represent? :)

Dana Still: Hastings, NE

Trina: Cumming, GA

Stacey: Stratford, Ontario, Canada

Laura Solomon: OH, IL, CA, NE, GA, Ontario so far

Laura Solomon: We're pretty spread out!

Amy Mullin: Austin, TX

Bethlehem Area Public Library: Bethlehem, Pennsylvania

Laura Solomon: OH, IL, CA, NE, GA, Ontario, TX, PA...

Sean: Was just in Austin on vacation in April
Joy Schwarz: Oshkosh, Wisconsin
Joy: Sunnyvale, CA
Michael Thompson: Jefferson, GA
Elayna: Mullica Hill, NJ
Laura Solomon: OH, IL, CA, NE, GA, Ontario, TX, PA, WI, NJ...
Darci: Oregon (Salem)
guest: Rome, NY (great music!)
Laura Solomon: I was saying earlier how Infopeople has the best "on hold" music :)
Shondra: Northern Indiana
Rebecca Crawford: Rocky Hill, NJ
andrew hissett: OH
Laura Solomon: Where in OH, Andrew?
Laura Solomon: OH, IL, CA, NE, GA, Ontario, TX, PA, WI, OR, NY, IN...
Carlene Peterson: Carlene: Newington, CT
andrew hissett: Milford, Clermont County
Laura Solomon: /me cheers Ohio
Laura Solomon: OH, IL, CA, NE, GA, Ontario, TX, PA, WI, OR, NY, IN, CT...
andrew hissett: Cheers!
Laura Solomon: Pretty geographically diverse group!
Claire Nickerson: Hays, KS
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Laura Solomon: OH, IL, CA, NE, GA, Ontario, TX, PA, WI, OR, NY, IN, CT, KS...

andrew hissett: the feeling first begins now!

Patti Turner: PT Lookout, MO

sonya coleman: Richmond, VA

Sarah Bowling: Farmville, VA

Leizel: San Jose, CA

Danielle Costello: Valdosta, GA

Abby: Ontario, California

Tamiko W.: Los angeles, ca

Dan Hoyte: Orange, CA

Roger Hiles: Arcadia, CA

Alicia: Pomona, CA

Roger Hiles: Hi Dan!

Susie Arvidson: Fort Scott, KS

Tamiko W.: Hi Abby!

Abby: Hi Tamiko :)

Chuck O'Shea - Infopeople: slides for today's presentation can be downloaded here: https://infopeople.org/civicrm/event/info?reset=1&id=551

Jeanne Causey: Hi, Virginia Beach!

Krista Robinson: Stratford, Ontario!
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Wendy Wright: Smithers, BC
Rebecca C: Redlands, CA
Kzink: Salina KS
Michele Fenton: Indianapolis, IN
Chao: Mooresville, NC
Karrie: East Greenbush, NY
Jill McConnell: Pittsburgh, PA
Anastasia: Kingman, AZ
Amy Mullin: Yes
Rebecca C: no
Danielle Costello: no
Joy: no
Shondra: no
Claire Nickerson: No
Jill McConnell: Yes
Diane 3: yes
Wei: no
Elayna: No.
Cheryl: No.
Sarah Bowling: NO
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Susie Arvidson: No

Redwood City PL: Yes

Trina: Yes

guest: Yes

Michael Thompson: No

carol: Yes

Joy Schwarz: yep

Steve Fithian: Yes

Jen Bell: Yes

Laura 2: No

Rose Faber: No

Tamiko W.: No

Roger Hiles: yup, heard it

Darci: Yes from previous webinar

Jeanne Causey: No

Tania: Pocatello Idaho

PatrickB: Yes (from Angwin, CA)

Dana Still: No

Tania: No

Anastasia: Yes
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Chao:yes

Steve H:No - Murrieta, CA
e harmon:no

Abby:yes


Rebecca Deotte:Rebecca, SLMS/ MLIS grad student from Middletown CT

Chuck O'Shea - Infopeople:If you have computer audio issues, you can call in on the phone: 888-450-5996 passcode 264311#

Duy:San Jose, CA

Lucille Boone:Lucille Boone, San Jose, CA

Lorelette Knowles:In Bellevue, WA; university offices are in Oakland, CA

Sean:I am one of those IT people

Rebecca C:Thanks Chuck! I can move around a little connected with iPhone :)

Sean:and I can say I would look exactly like that ;p

Elayna:Our library has one!

Joy Schwarz:yep

Trina:no

Leizel:yes

Sheila:yes

Scott Bauer:yes

Tamiko W.:yes
Casey McCoy: Yap!

guest: no

Abby: yes

Claire Nickerson: Yes

Shondra: yes

Jeanne Causey: yes

Dana Still: yes

Danielle Costello: I have and it is pretty fun

Chuck O'Shea - Infopeople: yes!

Sarah Bowling: No

Kzink: no

Dan Hoyte: yes

Roger Hiles: yes

Lucille Boone: yes

Darci: yes

Michael Thompson: no

Steve H: yes

Wendy Wright: yes

Jill McConnell: no

Anastasia: No
Cheryl: Yes!

Sean: yes

Joy: yes

Chao: no

Susan Reynolds: yes

Rebecca C: no?

Amy Mullin: yes

Chuck O'Shea - Infopeople: saw it at CES

Steve Fithian: yes

Susie Arvidson: Yes, but need to know about it.

Jen Bell: yep husband has it

Lorelette Knowles: Have heard of it, have never seen it.

Tania: Yes - ours is on b/o

andrew hissett: heard it's barfy

Elayna: It is very barfy...

Claire Nickerson: I saw a demo of VR used for reality--virtually visiting houses

Laura Solomon: shopticals

Sheila: yep

Scott Bauer: Yep

Elayna: Yup.
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Tamiko W.: Heard about this one

Shondra: yes

Cheryl: Oh yeah! :D

Patrina Garza: yes! Great America! and I am from San Antonio... ah great memories! :)

Abby: Yeah got an email about it.

Dana Still: more barfy for me!

Sean: We just acquired some, it's very clever

Stacey: Yes, very fun!

Jen Bell: yes

Joy: just had a program with it

Susan Reynolds: yes

Susie Arvidson: The roller coasters I've been on has been so rough that I wonder how the headset would stay on.

Ian Boucher: Popular with our students, I'm working with faculty to integrate it into courses

Susie Arvidson: Very interested in this type of thing.... using the cardboard

Scott Bauer: The cardboard was fun to use

Laura Solomon: Vrse

Sean: Sadly there's a lot of spammy apps too - I've encountered a lot of games that are really basic and all have the same graphics/format, but display ads as you play. Usually only one screen is the entire game too.

Sean: Haha, true
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Claire Nickerson:no
Shondra:no
Anastasia:no
Cheryl:No.
Leizel:no
Sarah Bowling:NO
Erin Doyle:My husband has been drooling over the tiltbrush
Jill McConnell:no
Tania:no
Dana Still:no
Kzink:yes ! so excited
Steve Fithian:no
Elayna:No, but this sounds cool!
Rebecca Crawford:no

Chuck O'Shea - Infopeople:Really looking forward to going to CES in January to see what the have new with VR
andrew hissett:messes with your equilibrium i hear

Elayna:I have motion sickness issues and the Oculus Rift makes me nauseous. We actually had a staff member vomit. Lots of reports from patrons of feeling dizzy from it.

Claire Nickerson:If you watch people testing the OR, they tend to flail around and accidentally hit people nearby
Elayna:Yes.
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Amy Mullin: yes
Anastasia: yes
Tamiko W.: yes
Rebecca Crawford: yes
Joy Schwarz: yes
Danielle Costello: yes
Abby: yes
Shondra: yes
Susan Reynolds: yes
Leizel: yes
Ian Boucher: yes
Jill McConnell: yes
Krista Robinson: yes
Tania: yes
Dana Still: yes
Patrina Garza: yes
Cheryl: yes.
Lucille Boone: yes
Sean: yes
Nick: delicious
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Joan:yes
Rose Faber:yes
Diane 3:yes
Dan Hoyte:yes
Stacey:Yes
Jill Sumpter:yes
guest:yes
Wendy Wright:yes
Darci:yes
Michael Thompson:yes
Jeanne Causey:yes
Deb Ondricka:yes
sonya coleman:yes
Joan:yes
Sheila:yes
Carlene Peterson:yes
Patti Turner:yes
andrew hissett:yep
Trina:yes
Steve Fithian:yes
Lorelette Knowles: Yes

Wei: yes

Karla: I've seen this across my devices and it's CREEPY for sure.

Karla: and super acurate

Karla: acurate

Sean: Tech moving so fast has turned the world into a day care - lawmakers are struggling to keep up with all the kids who want to see how much they can get away with

Erin: I play spider solitaire and it will pop up with an ad for the exact same yoga pants I was looking to buy on the web but didn't.

Danielle Costello: yep same with my nuts.com order on facebook

Jamie: Can they watch us if we go through databases?

Chuck O'Shea - Infopeople: I'm in both lists

Patrina Garza: Wow...

Patrina Garza: I didn't know that all that webcam content is available online!

Jill Sumpter: Saw a demo where someone access a refrig thru its internet connection and gained access to the entire home network, including opening the front door.

Sean: DDoS is the easiest attack to carry out - yet so many continue to not even bother with basic defense against them.

Kzink: yikes!

Tamiko W.: Patrons already seem paranoid and worried about privacy.

Claire Nickerson: May we have permission to use your slides for patron presentations?

Tamiko W.: I will
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Claire Nickerson: Will do

Sean: Not killbots

carol: what do you think about making library websites https?

Jill Sumpter: yes

Sean: Microsoft wants SO MUCH info from you, I keep Cortana OFF

Elayna: Sean, that's the same reason I refuse to implement Cortana.

Sean: I'm sure they collect various information anyways, but what they actually described in running Cortana was just ludicrous

Sean: actually*

Darci: Microsoft is also releasing a bot development platform

jeffrey: UC Irvine has a bot for FAQ, http://www.lib.uci.edu/antswers

Diane 3: Is this being recorded? If so, will you include the chat, please?

andrew hissett: yes please

Mary Augugliaro - Infopeople: Yes. The recording and chat transcript will be available https://infopeople.org/civicrm/event/info?reset=1&id=551

andrew hissett: awesome

Danielle Costello: Thinking on it now there are some pretty sophisticated dating bots

Danielle Costello: http://www.radiolab.org/story/137407-talking-to-machines/

Sheila: I loathe Facebook as a FB page owner.

Chuck O'Shea - Infopeople: The chat will be a separate text file on the description page

jeffrey: here is an open source bot that is super easy to set up http://www.program-o.com/
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Sean: I can't find the article right now, but there was a great one on how people are smarter when they're put together in a group, i.e. a group of people predicted more horse race winners than each of those same people individually.

Sean: the article explored applying this to AI technology as well.

Casey McCoy: Instagram direct messaging is way more used by teens than I thought.

Susie Arvidson: I just attended a workshop that discussed how much teens used Twitter. I'm thinking my students use Snapchat and Instagram more.

Patrina Garza: I don't think so, no...

Elayna: Yes, the last library I worked for did.

Shondra: on our ebook platform we do.

Andrew Hissett: ebook yes regular no.

Kzink: I'm not sure but I'm totally gonna ask about it.

Trina: Yes, we have a link in our catalog that leads to Amazon and supports the library.

Susie Arvidson: This advocacy is so true! Word of mouth is key.

Sean: The key to privacy is understanding, and context.


Danielle Costello: Thank you for sharing with us!

Susie Arvidson: This was great! Thank you!

Wei: Thank you!

Tania: Thanks

Amy Mullin: Thanks you.
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Tamiko W.: Thank you!

Sheila: Thanks so much!

Wendy Wright: Thanks for the Twitter poll tip.

Rebecca Crawford: Thank you

Leizel: Thank You!

Anastasia: Thanks!

Patrina Garza: Thanks so much Laura! This was great; I need to go back and review parts 1-3 in the series.

Nick: Danke!

Sarah Bowling: Thanks

Jeanne Causey: ty

Claire Nickerson: Thanks!

Elayna: Thanks a bunch! This was great.

Joan: thanks!

Kzink: thank you!

Abby: Thanks for all the info!

andrew hissett: That was the best of the series!

Trina: Thank you!

Rose Faber: There is so much to learn. Is there any source that you recommend to check regularly to keep up-to-date?

Sean: thank you!
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Laura Solomon: Rose, I primarily use blogs: Mashable, Wired

Laura Solomon: Ars Technica, Gizmodo

Laura Solomon: Slashdot

Rose Faber: Thanks!

Laura Solomon: np

Karla: the pace is just right, Laura. This felt like an Ignite Session - lots of entry points to dig deeper on our own. Thx!!

Laura Solomon: You're very welcome--good luck!

Jeff T.: Thank you very much!